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Abstract 

Brand, N., S. Curran, S. Das and T. Jacob, Probability of diameter two for Steinhaus graphs, Discrete 

Applied Mathematics 41 (1993) 1655171. 

A Steinhaus graph is a graph with n vertices whose adjacency matrix (a,,,) satisfies the condition that 

a,, = n, Id _ , + o, ,d (mod 2) for each 1 < i < j 5 n. It is clear that a Steinhaus graph is determined by 

its first row. In “Almost all Steinhaus graphs have diameter two”, J. Graph Theory 16 (1992) 213-219 

it is shown that almost all Steinhaus graphs have diameter two. Here we generalize to the case where the 

jth entry of the first row has probability p, of being 1. Under reasonable conditions it is shown that the 

probability measure of the set of Steinhaus graphs with diameter two approaches 1 as the number of 

vertices in the graph approaches infinity. 

1. Introduction 

Let (a,,j)J’=2 be a string of O’s and 1’s. We define a,, for 1 <i<jln inductively 

by ~;,;=a;_ r,j- 1 + a;- I,j (mod 2). We complete (o;,;)~ <;<jcn to an n x n matrix by 
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defining a;,;=0 and U,j=Uj,, for 1 ~j<i<n. This gives an n x n symmetric matrix 

of O’s and l’s with O’s on the diagonal. It is therefore the adjacency matrix for some 

graph. Any graph defined in this way is called a Steinhaus graph. The string 

(a,,j),n=* is called the generating string for the graph. For convenience we label the 

vertex set of a Steinhaus graph with the first n natural numbers, ( 1,2,3, . . . , n}. It 

is obvious that there are exactly 2”-’ labeled Steinhaus graphs of order n. 

In [2-41 the problem of finding the diameter of a Steinhaus graph is investigated. 

In [3] it is shown that the maximum diameter of a nontrivial Steinhaus graph is 

roughly n/2. Furthermore, in [4] Brigham and Dutton show that almost all 

Steinhaus graphs have diameter at most three and they conjecture that almost all 

Steinhaus graphs have diameter two. In [2] Brigham and Dutton’s conjecture is 

proved. 

Here we generalize by allowing Pr(al,, = 1) to depend on the column j. Throughout 

this paper we fix a nonincreasing sequence {Ej}j”,, of numbers between 0 and 4 

with the property that lim,_ m (Fe: - 2 log n) = 03. We then let { pj}Jm,2 be a se- 

quence with Ej<Pj< 1 -E/ for each j> 1 and define qJ = 1 -Pj. We define the set of 

labeled Steinhaus graphs with n vertices as a sample space and assign a probability 

measure by requiring that Pr(al,j = 1) =pj. The purpose of this paper is to prove 

Theorem 1.1. If Pr(al,j = 1) =Pj for each jz 2 then as n + 03, the probability that 
a Steinhaus graph on n vertices has diameter two approaches 1. 

and 

Theorem 1.2. If Pr(a,,j= 1) =Pj for each jz2 then as n--t ~0, the probability that 
the complement of a Steinhaus graph on n vertices has diameter two approaches 1. 

Corollary 1.3. If there is a constant 6 such that 6<p,< 1 -6 for each j, then the 
probability that a Steinhaus graph on n vertices has diameter two approaches 1. 

(Similarly for the complement of a Steinhaus graph.) 

Proof. Since the constant sequence Ej= 6/2 satisfies the required condition, the 

corollary follows. 0 

Corollary 1.4. If pJ = + for every j then almost all Steinhaus graphs and almost all 
complements of Steinhaus graphs have diameter two. 

Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.3 using S=+. 0 

Note that Brigham and Dutton’s conjecture, which was proved in [2], is Corollary 

1.4. What is new here is that we are allowing the probabilities of l’s on the first row 

to vary with the column. In fact, the theorems state that the probability of a 1 at 

the (1, n) position can approach 0 (if slowly enough) as n approaches infinity and 
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still the probability of diameter two approaches 1. Certainly, the conditions on the 

sequence {Ej} could be weakened. It is an interesting problem to determine 

necessary and sufficient conditions on (Pj} so that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are true. 

2. Proof of the theorem 

Throughout we fix the sequence {Ej} with the properties listed in Section 1. We 

use the number n to represent the number of vertices in a Steinhaus graph under 

consideration. As stated in the introduction, Pj is assumed to satisfy Ej<Pj< 1 - cj 

and qj = 1 -Pj for 2<j1 n, and we assume Pr(ai,j= 1) =Pj. For each j we let 

Inj=min{pj,qj} and Mj=max{Pj,qj}. Furthermore, we define Pi,j= Pr(ai,j= 1) 

and q;, j = 1 -Pi,j. We will use Q;,] without further explanation to represent the entry 

in row i and column j in the adjacency matrix for a Steinhaus graph. Equivalently, 

we will think of aLj as a function from the sample space of Steinhaus graphs with 

n vertices to the set (0, l} which is given by the entry at row i and columnj of the 

adjacency matrix. We say an event E and the function ai,j are position independent 
if for every Steinhaus graph G in E, the Steinhaus graph obtained by changing the 

value of a,,j in the generating string for G is also in E. It is clear that if E and ai,j 

are position independent then E and the set of all Steinhaus graphs of order n with 

a,,j =x are independent for either choice of XE (0, l}. 

The following is [2, Lemma 1.11. 

Lemma 2.1. Let G and G’ be Steinhaus graphs of order n with adjacency matrices 
(a;,j) and (b,j) respectively. Suppose that a,,, = b,,j forj# k and a,$ = 1 - bl,k. For 
any l<i<j<n with eitherj<korj-i>k-1, a,j=b;,j. Also, forany l<i<j<n 

if either j=k or j-i=k- 1 then a;,j=l-bi,j. 

In order to estimate probabilities concerning diameters we need to estimate the 

probabilities p,, j for each 15 i< j5 n. 

Lemma 2.2. Let the event E andfunction a,& beposition independent andxE (0, l}. 
Then for any iln-k+l, mk~Pr(ai,k+i-,=X(E)~Mk. Also, for any i<k, 
mksPr(aj,k=x 1 E)IM~. 

Proof. Let {ai,j}~Z2 be a generating string for a Steinhaus graph G. Then Pr(G) = 

ny=, 0, where ej=Pj if ai,j= 1 and t?,= qI otherwise for each 1 <jl n. Also, we let 

W(G)=rI,<jsn,j+k J’ 0. Then W(G) is the probability of the event consisting of G 

and the Steinhaus graph obtained by changing the kth entry in the generating string 

for G. To emphasize that t?j depends on the graph G, we write B,(G). 

Now, 
1 

Pr(ai,k+;_ 1 =X / E) = - 
WE) 

Pr(a;,k+,_, =x and E) 
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1 

Pr(E) 
c Pr(G) 

a,,x+,~ I =x, GEE 

1 

Pr(E) 
c W(G)&(G) 

a,,i+,+l =x, GEE 

>mk - 
WE) 

c W(G). 
a,.k+, 1~x2 GEE 

But C a,,k+,~,=X GEE W(G)=Pr(E) since changing the value of al,k changes the , 
value of Q;,~+;_~ by Lemma 2.1. So, Pr(ai,k+i~l =x 1 E)>m,. By using the ine- 

quality B,(G) 5 Mk in the above argument the inequality Pr&+ i_ 1 = x 1 E) I Mk 
follows. A similar argument shows mk 5 Pr(a;, k = x 1 E) I A4k. 0 

Corollary 2.3. For any l~i<j<n, mjSPr(ai,j=X)sMj and mjmi+llPr(a;,j= 

X)SMj_i+l. 

Proof. Simply let E be the set of all Steinhaus graphs in Lemma 2.2. 0 

Lemma 2.4. Let k> 1 and suppose E is an event which can be defined in terms of 
the values of the functions in the set F = { ai, j 1 i < j < k or j - i > k - 1) . Then E and 

al,k are position independent. 

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 it follows that the values of the functions in F are not ef- 

fected by changing the value of al,k. Therefore the event and the function are posi- 

tion independent. q 

For each 1 <i<j<n, we let Zi,j denote the probability that the distance from 

vertex i to vertex j is greater than 2 in a Steinhaus graph on n vertices. The next few 

lemmas give upper bounds for Z,j. These upper bounds will then be used to prove 

Theorem 1.1. 

Lemma 2.5. For any 1 si<jln, Z,jS fl)i”,-“‘j’ (l-m(,-~)j+zmtj+~). 

Proof. We fix l%i<jSn. Let u,=tj+l for lIt<L(n-l)/jJ. Clearly, j<u,Sn 
for each t. We show inductively that for each r satisfying 1 <r~ L(n - 1)/j] the 

probability that for every tsr either vertex i is not adjacent with vertex U, or else 

vertex j is not adjacent with vertex u, is no more than flF=, (1 -m(,_ l)j+2m,J+1). 

We start the induction by estimating the probability that both a;, “, = 1 and aj,“, = 1. 

First Pr(a;, U, = l)rm,, by Corollary 2.3. The event a;,“, = 1 and the function al,2 
are position independent by Lemma 2.4. So Pr(ai,,, = 1 and aj+ = 1) 2 m2mu,. 
Therefore the probability that either i and u1 are not adjacent or else j and u1 are 

not adjacent is at most 1 - m2mu, =1-m2Wlj+l, which starts the induction. 

To do the induction step, we let E, be the event that for each t or, either i and U, 
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are not adjacent or elsej and o, are not adjacent. We assume that r< L(n - 1)/j] and 

Pr(E,)< JJi= l (1 - m(,_ i)j+lmU+ i). The set E, and a,,,+, are position independent 

by Lemma 2.4. Therefore Pr(a,,+, = 1 flE,)=Pr(a,,+, = 1 1 E,.)Pr(E,)zm,+,Pr(E,.) 

by Lemma 2.2. Now let E’ be the set of Steinhaus graphs in E, which have ~l~,+,+~ = 1. 

It is clear from Lemma 2.4 that E’ and al,rj+2 are position independent. It follows 

from Lemma 2.2 that Pr(aj,,+l =l nE’)= Pr(aj,,+, =l 1 E’)Pr(E’)rm,j+zPr(E’)= 

m ,r+,Pr(E’). We have Pr(E,+,)=Pr(E,)-Pr(a,,,r+,= 1 naj,,+,=l flE,)=Pr(E,)x 

(1-Pr(ai,,~+,=lnaj,,~+,=l IE,))~Pr(E,)(l-m,+,m,~+,=n:+t (l_m(,-i,j+2mrj+i). 

Lemma 2.6. For any 1 ~i<j~n, Z;,jS~~(r~2)‘(ipi+‘)J (l-mi-,(j-i+l)m,~,(j-i+l)). 

Proof. The proof is very much like the proof of Lemma 2.5. We fix 1 si<jsn. 
Let ut = t( j - i+ 1) + 1 and E, be the event that for any t 5 r either vertex i and 

vertex uI are not adjacent or else j and u[ are not adjacent. We show by induction 

that Pr(E,)~n:=, (l-m;~t(j-i+~)mj-r(j-;+l)). The case r=O follows just as in 

Lemma 2.5. 

Suppose Pr(E,)ln:=, (1 -mi-t(j-i+l)mj_,(j~i+I)) for some r-c L(i-2)/(j-i+ l>J. 

First note that E, and a,,j_ CT+ l)(j~ i+ i) are position independent and SO 

pr(a(,+l)(j-i+l)+I,j= 1 I Er)Lmj-(r+I)(j-i+l) Y b Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2. As before, we let 

E’ be the set of Steinhaus graphs in E, such that a(,+ I)(j~r+ i)+ i,j = 1 and note that E’ 

and al,i-(r+l)(jpi+ I) are position independent. Therefore, Pr(a(,+nCj~i+ i)+ i,;= 1 ( E’)? 
m,_(,+ I)(j~;+,) by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, the induction 

step follows. 0 

Lemma 2.7. For lli<jsn, Z~,j,n~“‘;2i-1”2J (l-m;+,/~~~i_,+i). 

Proof. The proof proceeds in the same way as the previous two lemmas. We define 

u, = i + t and E, to be the event that for any t 5 r either the vertices i and of are not ad- 

jacent or else j and v, are not adjacent. The key facts are that E, and ai,j_,+r are posi- 

tion independent and that E’, the set of Steinhaus graphs in E, with a,+, , = 1, and 

al,i+r+, are position independent. 0 

Lemma 2.8. For any lli<j<n, Z,j’n~!~‘j-ii~ll (l-mi_t+imj_,+i). 

Proof. Again this proof is by induction. Using the notation of the previous lemmas, 

we let v, = t and define E, as above. It is easy to check that E, and ai,j-, are posi- 

tion independent. We let E’ be the set of Steinhaus graphs in E, with q,&,,= 1. 

Then E’ and ai, i_r are position independent. The reason for the upper bound of 

mini j- i, i - I} is that if j-r> i then E, and al,; are position dependent and if 

i-r> 1 then a,,ip, is defined and position independent with E’. 0 

Lemma 2.9. There is a number Nsuch that if n > N then for any 15 i< js n, at least 
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one of the conditions hold: 

(a) j13fi, 
(b) jrfi+2i, 
(c) j<i(l+ l/$5)-2, 

(d) irfi and j-i>*. 

Proof. Suppose that j> 3 fi and i< fi. Then j> fi + 2 fi > fi + 2i, which is condi- 

tion (b). 

Next suppose that j>3fi, irfi, and j-i<fi. Then j-i<fi=fi/fisi/fi< 
i/fi - 2 for n sufficiently large, which is condition (c). 0 

Lemma 2.10. There is a sequence {g,>,“= I with g, + 0 which satisfies the following 
condition. For each natural number n, let s= {x1,x2,. . . ,xk} and T= { YI,Y~, . . . ,.Yk} 

be subsets of {1,2,3 ,..., n} with exactly k elements where kz fi. Then 

Osr.7’ nF=, (1 -m,m,,)lg,. 

Proof. We let g,=n’(l -$)fi. As c,,<m,,, and {a,} is nonincreasing it follows that 

01 n2 flFz 1 (1 - m,m,)lg,. It only remains to show that g, -+ 0. By taking log of 

g,, it is sufficient to show lim, j m (2 log n + & log(1 - ai)) = --03. Using the series ap- 

proximation log( 1 -x)< -x, it is sufficient to show lim, ~ m (fi$- 2 log n) = ~0. But 

this is exactly the assumption we are making about the sequence {E,}. q 

Now we can prove Theorem 1.1. Since the only graph with diameter one is the 

complete graph, it is sufficient to show the set of Steinhaus graphs with diameter less 

than or equal to two has probability 1. Suppose 15 i< js n. If Lemma 2.9(a) holds 

then according to Lemmas 2.5 and 2.10, .Zi,jzsg,/n2, where g, is as in Lemma 2.10. 

If Lemma 2.9(b) holds then according to Lemmas 2.7 and 2.10, Z;,jlg,,/n2. If 

Lemma 2.9(c) holds and n>2’ then js i+ i/F - 2<i+ i/fi -2/F- 1, from 

which it follows that (i- 2)/( j- i+ l)>$‘E. According to Lemmas 2.6 and 2.10, 

Zi,Jsg,/n2. Finally, if Lemma 2.9(d) holds then according to Lemmas 2.8 and 

2.10, Z,jlg,/?12. In any case, Zi,jlg,/F12. Now, the probability that a Steinhaus 

graph of order n has diameter more than two is bounded above by C r 5i,j5n Z,jI 

(n(n - 1)/2)(g,/n2) + 0 as n -+ ~0. Therefore, the probability that a Steinhaus graph 

of order n has diameter two approaches 1 as n approaches infinity. 

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is essentially the same as the above proof. In the proofs 

of the lemmas, instead of computing the probability that either i and u, are not 

adjacent or that j and u, are not adjacent one would compute the probability that 

i and u, are adjacent or j and uI are adjacent. Otherwise the proof is identical. 

In general, suppose Pr(a,,j = 1) =pj for every j> 2. An open problem is to deter- 

mine necessary and sufficient conditions on the sequence {p,}J~z2 which satisfy 

Theorem 1.1. 
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